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We are grateful to the commenters for their thoughtful reading of our review. Our main goals were to draw attention to the parallel significance of developmental plasticity research in evolutionary and health-related fields, and to highlight shared gains that would result from addressing outstanding questions. In doing so, we hoped to spark excitement about multi-disciplinary approaches to understanding developmental plasticity, and to emphasize that evolutionary research can inform questions of import to human health researchers and vice versa.
We focus our response on three themes that were touched on in different ways by different commenters. First, Wells, Michels and Kuzawa all discuss the timing of early life environmental effects and the role of parents, together raising several key points for discussion: (i) What is the definition of 'early life'? (ii) When in early life is plasticity greatest? and (iii)
To what degree do parents buffer or mediate the impact of ecological stressors on their offspring? Second, the comments of Michels and Watve highlight a common misconception about the two groups of models proposed to explain developmental plasticity, namely that predictive models view developmental plasticity as an adaptation, while constraints models do not. We now clarify that both classes of models posit that developmental plasticity is adaptive and has evolved through natural selection. Below we discuss this underappreciated point; further, we address criticisms of common tests of these hypotheses brought up by Watve.
Third, Kirchengast emphasizes the role of developmental plasticity in generating variation in human life history traits. In doing so, she points out that human and non-human mammals exhibit dramatic life history differences, which calls into question the invited commentary
THE TIMING OF EARLY LIFE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
In our review, we adopt the permissive definition of 'early life' proposed by Lindstrom [1, 2] , which defines early life as the period between conception and reproductive maturation. We choose this broad definition because research from humans and other longlived mammals has shown that experiences in utero [3] [4] [5] , during infancy [6] [7] [8] [9] and throughout childhood [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] can all shape fitness-related traits expressed in adulthood. In some cases, environmental effects on later life traits only manifest if the exposure occurs at a specific point in development (often referred to as a 'critical period'). For example, in utero exposure to the Dutch Hunger Winter-a severe famine that occurred in the Netherlands during World War II-led to changes in DNA methylation, obesity and coronary heart disease risk in adulthood, but only for individuals exposed during early gestation [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, many early life effects are not limited to critical periods. For instance, the effects of early life undernutrition on stature and work capacity in humans appear to be graded, with effect sizes that remain substantial across a range of post-natal developmental stages [13, 19] . This mix of effect types leaves open the question of when, and for what phenotypes, critical periods are likely to evolve [20] .
Linked to the idea of critical periods, Wells, Michels and Kuzawa all propose that, in mammals, plasticity is greatest at conception or during gestation and dwindles thereafter. However, it is not clear how the total capacity for plasticity should be measured. Hence, the belief that plasticity is maximized in the prenatal period still demands support from empirical evidence. Michels provides a citation to [21] , which includes a heuristic diagram (Fig. 3) suggesting that epigenetic plasticity is greatest during early development and decreases thereafter. This idea is consistent with the fact that both maternal and paternal genomes undergo extensive demethylation following fertilization, followed by de novo methylation and faithful replication of DNA methylation patterns across subsequent mitotic cell divisions. Environmental challenges that perturb the de novo methylation process are thus thought to affect life-long methylation patterns [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, it is also clear that considerable plasticity is retained post-gestation [13, 19] . This is certainly true in the case of DNA methylation, where epigenetic remodeling in response to environmental stimuli in adulthood is now well-described, even in nondividing cell types [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Therefore, we challenge researchers to test further the idea that plasticity is greatest during gestation, using empirical data. For example, a recent study [31] used data from 21 mammalian species to conclude that maternal stress during early gestation had stronger effects on offspring growth rates than maternal stress during late gestation. Similar meta-analytic approaches, as well as work in model organisms or longitudinally-followed animals, could be leveraged to understand whether maximal plasticity during gestation is common, including the types of species, exposures and fitness-related traits for which this model does or does not hold.
THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN EARLY LIFE EFFECTS
Kuzawa and Wells both rightfully point out that our review does not address the ways in which parents mediate environmental effects on their offspring. Wells focuses on the fact that, during gestation and to some degree lactation, 'there is no ecological stress that is not mediated by maternal phenotype'. Thus, mothers may buffer their offspring from environmental challenges, and maternal quality or condition can influence their ability to do so. In line with this idea, Kuzawa argues that maternal condition at the time of conception (which integrates maternal experiences over her life-time) may be an important early life environmental cue for the offspring. We agree that mothers are an integral mediator and component of the environment their offspring experience, and we acknowledge Kuzawa's conclusion that maternal condition could provide 'a reliable cue of long-term local conditions'. However, long-lived animals like humans and other large mammals will also typically experience unpredictable, yearto-year heterogeneity in ecological conditions (e.g. rainfall or food availability) [6, 7, 32, 33] . Further, such animals are often able to leave unfavorable environments and seek new ones [34] . Both of these factors will limit the predictive power of long-term maternal quality for the offspring's future environment. Importantly, it follows that predictive plasticity will rarely evolve, in long-lived organisms, in response to maternal condition.
However, maternal quality is undoubtedly important, and we [6] and others [35] have shown that maternal characteristics can buffer offspring from the costs associated with other sources of early adversity. Understanding inter-generational effects, using physiological data, fitness-related measures or epigenomic data (as suggested by Stearns and others [36] [37] [38] [39] ), should be a priority for future research. Specifically, in systems where animals are tracked longitudinally and across generations, researchers could ask whether variation in the offspring's epigenome is better predicted by: (i) cumulative maternal experiences prior to pregnancy (to test the ideas raised by Kuzawa); (ii) the interaction between maternal condition and ecological challenges during pregnancy (to test the hypothesis that high quality mothers 'protect' offspring against external stressors) or (iii) main effects of the offspring's in utero or infant environment. Such work would provide much-needed insight about the timing of early life effects and the role of parents, in addition to unifying proximate and ultimate questions.
DEVELOPMENTAL PLASTICITY EVOLVED THROUGH NATURAL SELECTION
Michels writes that developmental plasticity contradicts evolutionary principles and is not adaptive in many cases. Similarly, Watve focuses on the need to identify 'the adaptive component of the phenotype' that is induced by an early life exposure (implying that only certain components of developmental plasticity are selectively advantageous). In response to these comments, we emphasize that both predictive models and constraints models rely on adaptation via natural selection to explain early life effects. In the case of developmental constraints, fitness is expected to be higher in individuals that are plastic (i.e. can re-allocate investment to promote survival in poor environments) than in those that are not. Specifically, constraints-induced plasticity is selectively advantageous because individuals that exhibit the constrained phenotype outperform individuals who exhibit no plasticity. Indeed, the original formulation of the thrifty phenotype hypothesis implies exactly this type of naturally-selected re-allocation (specifically, to promote survival even if it means impaired pancreatic function [40, 41] ); only later versions of this hypothesis invoked maternal forecasting as a key component of an adaptive outcome [42] .
Watve also suggests that the test of predictive versus constraints models that we describe in the review (and that has been proposed by many others [6, 32, 33, 43, 44] ) is insufficient. Specifically, we argue that researchers must compare the fitness of individuals born in high-quality environments with those born in low-quality environments, when each set of individuals experience both high-and low-quality conditions as adults. Under a predictive model, fitness will be maximized when individuals encounter matched early life and adult environments, whereas under a constraints model, individuals born in high-quality environments will consistently outperform individuals born in low-quality environments. We refer to this 'fully factorial' design as the critical test of predictive versus constraints models, because the two outcomes are mutually exclusive (put another way, one involves crossing reaction norms while the other does not, see Ref. [43] ).
Recapitulating ideas from [45] , Watve suggests that an additional measure is needed to provide support for predictive models: namely, data on whether a focal individual developed the phenotype that is 'expected' following an early life insult and whether those that developed the expected phenotype had higher fitness than those that did not. For example, in the classic case of Daphnia, early life exposure to predator kairomones leads to the development of defensive body structures [46, 47] . To satisfy Watve's criterion, we would need data on whether or not an individual successfully produced the defensive phenotype following a predator encounter and whether doing so resulted in higher fitness than failing to do so. Here, Watve (and Ref [45] ) would expect higher fitness in predator-rich adult environments for individuals that developed the defensive morphology relative to those that did not.
We agree with this point in principle, although performing such tests in practice is complicated by other inter-individual differences that may affect an organism's capacity to respond (e.g. if only animals in better condition exhibit the expected plastic change). In addition, we emphasize that tests of predictive versus constraints models must be conducted not only in species like Daphnia with discrete polymorphisms (which are relatively rare in mammals), but also in species that produce graded, continuous responses to early environments (see Fig. 1C in our review) [6, 32, 48] . Critically, individuals of such species often vary in the extent of their response to the early environment, and no single phenotype is 'expected.' However, the predictions of the PAR should still hold: fitness should be maximized when individuals encounter adult environments that match their early life conditions, even if the slopes of individual reaction norms vary (for example, depending on the magnitude of each individual's phenotypic response to early conditions). Going forward, it will be extremely important to understand inter-individual variation in the magnitude of plastic responses, including its causes (e.g. the contribution of genetic variation, which we discuss at length in our review) and evolutionary consequences.
ARE ANIMAL SYSTEMS USEFUL FOR UNDERSTANDING DEVELOPMENTAL PLASTICITY IN HUMANS?
Several aspects of human biology are often described as unique from other animals (including in the comments of Kirchengast), raising the question of whether work in animal systems is relevant for understanding the evolution, genetic basis and molecular mechanisms underlying early life effects in humans. For example, humans have a very long, slow, late-maturing life history, with the consequence that human fitness is more heavily influenced by survival to adulthood than variation in fertility [49] . Humans have undergone selection for both a narrow pelvis (to facilitate bipedalism) and exhibit a large neonatal brain [50] , leading to limits on offspring growth in utero (a phenomenon known as 'maternal constraint' [51, 52] ). Finally, the environments that humans currently inhabit are dramatically different from those in which we evolved, resulting in a 'mismatch' between our evolved plastic responses and current environmental variation [53] .
However, in all these cases, humans lie on the same trait continua as other large mammals, although they are relatively far along on each trait continuum. For instance, all long, slow life histories result in fitness outcomes that are more sensitive to survival than to other components of fitness [54] [55] [56] [57] . This sensitivity stems from a late age at maturity in humans as well as other long-lived mammals, and not from other features of the human life history such as the post-reproductive lifespan [49, 55] . With respect to the relationship between maternal and offspring body and brain size, what sets humans apart from other primates is not our relative brain size at birth, but the fact that we exhibit more extended brain growth in the post-natal period than most other primates, indicating potentially greater nutritional constraints on post-natal development [50, 58] . In addition, limits on offspring size at birth because of constraints on the mother are seen in a range of taxa beyond primates, for example in equids (where the idea originated [59] ). Finally, many natural animal populations are currently exposed to highly novel conditions as a result of humaninduced environmental change [60, 61] ; thus, 'mismatch' is an experience that is currently shared between humans and many other extant organisms.
The observation that humans lie along a shared continuum with other animals, rather than being biologically unique, is an important point that underlies essentially all research on animal models for human traits. It also suggests that the rules and processes governing the evolution of human developmental plasticity are likely to be shared with other mammalian taxa. Further, the place of humans towards the end of many (but not all) trait continua points to animals that similarly lie towards the ends of these continua as especially appropriate models for human development. Comparative cross-taxon studies of developmental plasticity can thus provide key insight into common evolutionary processes and molecular mechanisms.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude by addressing Stearns' call for clear priorities for empirical research. Specifically, we propose three high-priority research areas. First, repeated critical tests that clearly distinguish between predictive versus constraint models will be essential for correcting the common misconception that development constraints are 'maladaptive', and for improving our understanding of the evolutionary logic through which associations between early adversity and human health arise. Second, identifying loci that underlie developmental plasticity, and measuring variation in these regions of the genome both within and between species, will propel our understanding of early life effects forward. Specifically, doing so will provide insight into the evolutionary origins of developmental plasticity, as well as the degree to which plastic responses are shared versus taxon-specific. Third, understanding the epigenetic mechanisms that allow early environmental variation to produce diverse phenotypes from static gene sequences is already a research priority in human genetics and molecular biology. As these mechanisms become better understood, they will provide key empirical grounding for theoretical models of the evolution of plasticity. They will also be useful for investigating factors that explain heterogeneity in the response to the same environmental challenges (e.g. across species, individuals or cell types). references
